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ntroduction:

Evil has landed.
There is no doubt about that.
But who is evil
and is it man made?

That is the question
we will all, one day
have to enquire, require,
own and be justified,
satisfied, correct
and believe …

we are our own saviour
no other
but for that human being inside.
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Evil has Landed

Where do  stand?

God is in man and woman.
How do you breathe goodness
where ever you can?

Life is a merry go round,
a parcel, a gift.

God provides substance,
the strength of which
is no more than a choice
to be and do.

But
what of the evil invading,
even inside of you?
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od provides
worlds of knowledge,
but who is a God?

Who is the world ...
Westernised madness
or the other lot?

God is the essence,
the flowing of thought.

God is the powerful presence
When, in all the world,
no other available has a clue.

But
what of the evil
where is that ...
and in how do you fit?
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hat of the goodness …
where in us does it reside?
Where are the virtues?
Whose and why?

God bless all the angels
to whom reside,
as value stored
to assist our human-ness
while on this journey called, life?

Where are we now
as the world shifts
into a deadly,
deathly course?

Who are you and who am I?
What of our story is of value
or prefer to deny or hide?

he love of one’s life,
   is that of value anymore?
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What have we created
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 search, scramble and fear ...
that my generation
has planted this evil
and now, contagion-like
has bred a vile and corrupt pace.

ou are to wonder, I am sure,
what next
of this most vile and ugly stand,
we in ourselves
have contributed to in part,
if not full heartedly, foolishly.
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od,
I do grant of me
to be lifting my brain
from propaganda’s idiocy,
blindly following
this man-made madness.

Disease extraordinary.
Perpetual painful deeds.
Violently displayed acts.

No
legally placed stops,
balances and checks.
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ook up dear one, look up
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ive to me grace …

that part within
where heart, mind and head
serve a greater source.

A powerful form of love
to encapsulate goodness,
acceptance and above all
love of my fellow human folk.
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despise war …

But
of this planet now,
earth and as sea
are of a most perilous place.
Toxic polluted place.

I want now peace in my heart.
I desire joy to fill those aches
of misery, and regret …

And of this world ugly,
I despise to equate,
make meaning as to what
in your world does to date.
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How, why … Who is to blame
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ive all
in Your most blessed domain
courage, virtue and peace.

To cry out shamefully
now, this instant
for the repeal,
the discovery of a conscience,

  a rightness
for a peaceful substance
in them, their heart and core.
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od …
do give it to me,
the courage, the word of love
to break the chains within
dividing me -
anger and hate,
loss and regret.

But
mostly of hateful views
toward war-mongering,
violent, despicable beasts
infiltrating, over lording
this most wondrous
and supportive,
creative world of You.
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ou ...
who are my flowing of purpose,
the potential, the prose,
the love and sanctity of a life,
that of all Your world
and of those to whom are dead now
but live on in me - blessed consciousness.

od ...

You are the spirit, the source
of goodly character in each.
A birthed pure joy of hope.
A source to be enlightened
in all we do and see.
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ope for change
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ift now and forever …
into a damned
and mindful-less world -
hope for change, desire to commit,
to serve, value and uphold -
a virtuousness, a consciousness
to live their life and story ...
that of a worthwhile adventure
while on this earth.
So no other
but the value and goodness
of their heart lives on ...
on in that generation to follow.
And in them to value and respect,
conquer evil-induced thought
and reign supreme
in that source of goodness,
fair play and love of all.

Regardless of opposition,
denial and lack of openness
to loving thoughts and deeds.
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od …
grant of me too,
a value-full life.
One of acceptance.
And not to deny
the value of each soul
who walks
as human expression of You -
consciously.

I am one
fighting, bickering,
disloyal and unfavourable
from time to time.

Even now,
educated, as I am from You -
thoughtful, mindful
and expressive now
of Your words.
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cceptance
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hallenge …

is the journey of all, who walk as You,
freely to claim choice
as the only deliberate force
of man, woman and child on earth.

Do not
decry the wounded-ness,
the value-full-less-ness
of your self-indulgent self.

Claim only that which you derive
from those times of viciousness
that you chose.
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, the source
of goodness within ...
only interfere
when the word,
the worth of you
requires support
as I am aware of lack.

But
man, as woman
derides and chooses evil.

Man as woman
chooses to follow blindly
as I am not a nursing apparatus,
but of thought.
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o, grow into ...
who you are to choose.

Don’t beg and plead,
pray and demand of Me.

Choice and virtue
are your companion.

I am no more
than for birth itself.
And in that,

 are to choose when.
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hoice … to be or do
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o, go away …
and make a choice.
Virtue
is yours automatically.

But evil
is an agent in mankind.

Man, as with a woman,
equally denying
the value of existence.

And in My World
is of such a horror
too great to bear.
As man-made might
begins to pollute,
My once clean air.
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ou are your own saviours

I, as the I am,
the strength,
the power source of your brain
to mindfully think
of what, in a world despaired
has a thought and a choice
to be and do …

within the minor,
appreciable ways,
skills and design
of that birthed potentiality.
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areful how you tread
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rant, I do not stray …
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Well, ensure you do not.

or I am thought superior,

but not your total capacity.

You are too,
your own thoughts
of which may need
a time to time cleanse.

What is it, you do say,
so repeatedly, religiously ...
God, do give me the courage
to be a far better human being.

Well, is this  responsibility?

o. Yours.
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nd I can only add …
God, as consciousness,
goodness and care,
collectively,
is what you are to ask. ...

and in that pool is

So, when in prayer
as with evil against goodness
ask ...

ind in myself,
that of a heart full of love,
some part
to fight over thoughts
dastardly, ill-placed.
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ift to me, love
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ace to face …
truth at the core.
No more denial,
but reality.

Face the world as you do
and cry again and again,
religiously
and say again and again …

where is this evil hiding,
buried inside,
where hate,
as behaviour is expressed,
where loss of virtue is eroded
and at times, lost all together?
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ry out no more, My beloved
the truth is at hand
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Where am I …
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In a world disgusting,
unabashed by disease,
as poverty
and too war-mongering?

Vile
and preposterous designs
of conquering all
as some form
of a God-given choice.

Righteously
denying the real truth
and fighting on
as if I am,

The exceptionalism.
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nd I can only witness,
through thought expressed,
that third eye, consciousness.
Man-made madness,
is exactly that.

o, no more prayers
pleading and sobbing
to a dehydrated-ness.

ive out loveliness
by being true,
owning the situation
and too -

writing those words,
so needed
I have thoughtfully
and mindfully
stored over time into you.
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od, grant to me
the value of time.
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o be reflective
and engender goodness
so hatefulness
does not cloud, distort
or desire more hate.

ut love in that source,
my ability to write
from experience, my truth
as I see, value and explore
all that is of my own world
as too, my reflection
upon and within it.
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What now - from here
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earn to be appreciative

of our Self, the true source,
conscious thought.

eliberate thoughtfully,

mindful that of difference
is a helpful and healthy way
to explore the world.

But not to deny
what in one’s name
is abusive, destructive
and conquering,
without doubt, illegally.

o support,
in ways simple at first
those who uphold our views
of truth and virtue, sanctity of all lives
and difference,
in terms of culture, conviction and truth.
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qual in the eyes of humanity

o more - o less
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o more and no less than

for the value of a human being.
As within, we are all born
as an equal partaker
of the earthly journey,
difference aside.

But when able
choice is,
as conscious thought.
So, why claim as a follower -
naught ...

But an imbalance
as lack of care
and evil as a sport?
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rant me the courage and strength
to pursue those pursuits
of richly entwined ideas,
of self and others,
of purpose, experience and truth,
of ability learned capacity.

nd above all else -
, as a consciousness,

a desirous behaviour
to instil peace and wisdom.

o, in all that life, all life
as the earth, is treated well
with respect, honesty
and preservation to exist -harmoniously.
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ourage and strength

     to respect all on earth - peacefully.
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Dispel hate -

crimes of anger and race
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ebate openness and purity
to know
each and everything,
as thought exists in all
willingly, as with me now,
to pursue endlessly ...

o, that in death

evil as thoughts
as jealousy, loss as failure
and crimes of hurt and hate, dispel.

nd that the courage

to overcome strategies
of violent behaviour
and despicable
corporations’ disease -
greed, lust and gain …

Calls us all
in the West
to no longer desist.
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rant 

Not less of me …

I will remain true to ,

the devil-evil-less route
as I journey,
word for word,
in search of love and truth.

 overcoming evil desists

as choice in life increases
and power as evil
dies a deathly state
as in me, as in others too.
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Love and ruth
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